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ENTRUSTED WITH A TREASURE
The primary reason for evangelising
is the love of Jesus which we have received,
the experience of salvation which urges us
to ever greater love of Him.

Spirit
and
Life

What kind of love would not feel
the need to speak of the Beloved,
to point Him out, to make Him known?
How good it is to stand before a crucifix,
or on our knees before the Blessed Sacrament,
and simply to be in His presence!
How much good it does us
when He once more touches our lives
and impels us to share His new life!
We need to recover a contemplative spirit
which can help us to realise ever anew
that we have been entrusted with a treasure
which makes us more human
and helps us to lead a new life.
There is nothing more precious
which we can give to others.

– POPE FRANCIS, THE JOY OF THE GOSPEL
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From the Editor
e Art of
Journeying in Faith

Fr Bernard Jones

Last year Pope Francis addressed students of Jesuit schools in Italy and Albania. The Pope
met the students in the general audience hall along with their parents and teachers, 9,000
people filled the hall. Francis held up his prepared speech and said: “I am supposed to
read this to you, but that could be a tad boring. Let me give you just the highlights and
then take some questions from you.”
A teenage boy told the Pope that he was trying
hard to believe in God and be faithful, but that he
often struggled with doubt. “What can you say to
help me and others like me”, he asked the Pope.
“The life of faith is a journey”, Francis answered.
“Journeying is an art because if we’re always in a
hurry, we get tired and don’t arrive at our journey’s goal”, he said. “If we stop, we don’t go forward and we also miss the goal. Journeying is
precisely the art of looking toward the horizon,
thinking where I want to go but also enduring
the fatigue of the journey, which is sometimes
difficult.”
Pope Francis continued: “There are dark days, when we fail, even days when we fall, but
always think of this: Don’t be afraid of failures. Don’t be afraid of falling. What matters in
the art of journeying is not falling but not staying down. Get up right away and continue
going forward. This is what’s beautiful. This is working every day, this is journeying as
humans. But also it’s bad walking alone; it’s bad and boring. Walking in community, with
friends, with those who love us, that helps us. It helps to arrive precisely at that goal,
that’s where we’re supposed to arrive at.”
Pope Francis’ words to those students, simple yet deep words, can give us much to
ponder.
– Bernard Jones OFM
(bernardofm@eircom.net)
St Anthony Brief
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SAINt
NElSON MANDElA?
Writing from South Africa,
Patrick Noonan OFM
wonders about what
makes a saint and asks
some provocative questions.

“A saint is one who makes goodness
attractive” – Laurence Housman
I dare to ask the question: could a soldier, a freedom fighter or leader of
heroic resistance to structural sin or
oppressive systems ever be canonised
in the Catholic Church? Can people
whose resistance to evil led to “collateral
damage” (incidental destruction of civilian property and non-combatant casualties) be declared holy by the Church?
Are they saint material? The answer is
yes because Catholics who were in the
military, like Saints Francis of Assisi,
Ignatius of Loyola and Joan of Arc were
canonised. But Nelson Mandela? Alas,
like some of the Ugandan martyrs, he
was not a Catholic. Besides he claimed
he wasn’t a saint: “I was a sinner who
kept on trying.” And like the prophets of
old themselves he shunned to be seen
as a modern day prophet.
I want to make a point here; to pose
a question beginning to be asked from
the margins of society, a question
Feb/Mar 2014

Western Christianity never asks.
Somehow we are accustomed to believe
that a liberator or freedom fighter’s chosen way of life or behaviour is outside
the domain of holiness, the scope of
saintliness. Their type of selfless sacrifice has not been viewed as sufficiently
spiritual. But what if freedom fighters
brought peace, justice, harmony and
reconciliation to millions. What if they
brought freedom of religion to a nation?
Does our God not notice? Is peace, harmony, justice and reconciliation not the
constant appeal, the daily prayer of Our
Lady of Medjugorje? Before he resigned
Pope Benedict called it “political holiness”.
Who Gets Chosen?
It has always been zealous people who
have promoted the cause of saints.
Often their spirituality is strongly devotional and personal. One morning while
unvesting in an Italian sacristy a little
man with a Hitler moustache gently

touched me on the shoulder and asked
me to sign a petition to have a local,
holy man canonised. When I emerged
from the copious folds of the elaborately
laced alb he was gone. But it had been
a near thing.
Promoters of the cause of saints
work from their particular, Euro-centric
social framework and background. Their
research, the written records they collect, are usually easily available and
accessible. Without records massive
chunks of history go missing. That is
why unlike the trans-Atlantic slave trade
there are few records of trans-Saharan
slavery, which lasted much longer,
because the Arab merchants kept very
little records.
Again, in Europe candidates for
sainthood were educated for the most
part. They knew how to read and write.
In our part of the planet history is transmitted orally. Records of great historic
events are barely noted never mind
kept. We, therefore, wish South Africa’s
5

new candidate for sainthood, Benedict
Daswa, the very best. Making saints in
most cultures of the world calls for a
plan B. But even in the Western world
where the cult of saints is a long tradition there remains questions around the
Church’s choice of saints. You wonder
who sets saint-making in motion. “Santo
Subbito” roared the banners in St
Peter’s Square on the death of Pope
John Paul who had quietly made strategic alliances with Polish trade-union
movement Solidarity and the late
President Reagan!
Is the idea of sanctity dominated by
a particular view of the world perhaps,
maybe even an overly clerical construction of what it is to be holy? Is holiness
to be found only in convents and religious orders? Who said so? Why are
the staunchly Catholic, sexually active
and prayerful mothers and fathers of
priests, brothers and sisters the world
over so obviously absent from the calendar of the Blesseds and Saints? Do you
have to be male, celibate, prudish and
ordained in order to become saints? It
makes you think, doesn’t it!
Too Extreme?
But back to our narrative. Pope John
Paul canonised a Polish priest who was
sent into exile after he took part in an
uprising against the Russian Czar. Of
course that was a Polish priest, a cynic
will point out. Didn’t the Pope favour his
own! It is, however, worth noting. It is a
sign of movement. There is hope that
with the martyrdom of Archbishop Oscar
Romero of El Salvador the definition of
holiness is expanding and becoming
more inclusive. Coming from outside
Europe, one of the first acts of Pope
Francis was to unblock the archbishop’s
cause. Yes, something is moving.
Up to recent times people involved in
social transformation have seldom been
considered for sainthood. I’m thinking of
Dorothy Day, the American activist.
Somehow, they don’t fit into traditional
devotional patterns, the holy picture
image. Their activist love is too different,
too extreme. And it is whispered knowingly, too political. At the same time
there are similarities with our traditional
saints. Both types live at the outer limits
of human endeavour. They are

President Mandela:
meeting with Fr Stan Brennan OFM in 1994.
Christians without boundaries. Where
they live their lives, where they find their
God is often beyond us, in unfamiliar
places. Most of us don’t go where
agents of change dare to go. We know
little or nothing of the experience of, or
the toll on, the lives of our prophets. The
street theology that motivates or inspires
them is shunned in seminaries. But the
perceived extremeness of their social
involvement may be the very thing that
puts them in touch with the divine.
Positive Signs?
Of course not all social reformers led
spotless personal lives. Pierre Toussaint
apparently did. A Haitian slave who lived
in New York, he once refused to lead a
peaceful protest march against slavery
saying: “They do not know what they are
doing. They have not seen blood flowing

as I have,” referring to his native Haiti.
In South Africa during the freedom
struggle he would have been seen as a
sell-out or at least someone with a question mark over his true loyalties in the
hour when personal sacrifice was called
for. African Americans might have called
him an Uncle Tom and Europeans perhaps a “moderate” black. Clearly he was
not in the “saintly” socially-involved
league of Martin Luther King or Gandhi.
Recently, however, Pierre was declared
Venerable by the Church.
But hark! As I have pointed out there
is reason for hope. Traditional thinking in
the Church might be changing. In more
modern times we note the solemn beatification of the Austrian farmer, Franz
Jagerstatter, who was beheaded by the
Nazis because he refused to fight for
Hitler. He was a conscientious objector
St Anthony Brief
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who felt betrayed during the Second
World War by the silence of his priests
and bishops. The Global South can
relate to these kinds of saints. Similar
stark choices faced the bishops of South
Africa in the eighties.
Yes, it is a positive sign, a sign of
greater, deeper and more inclusive discernment in the Church when we begin
to hear of saints emerging from political
struggles. Spirituality is expanding.
Cardinal Camillo Ruini, former Papal
Vicar of Rome, in formally opening the
diocesan phase of the process to canonise Fr Luigi Sturzo, founder of the Italian
Popular Party, remarked: “Precisely
because he was a priest, he considered
it an obligation to exercise his priestly
ministry in a field – party politics,
author – which, while different from the
norm, was no less important.” Fr Sturzo,
he said, dedicated himself to politics “in
order to lead it to its natural aim of charity and service”.

Too Political?
There are mixed opinions on this
understanding of priests in party politics. It is frowned on by the Vatican, at
least when it happens outside Europe,
in spite of the fact that a priest might
have much non-Catholic and nonChristian support (in India for example)
in environments hostile to the church.
Of course being in a political party
may be divisive for a pastor in a parish
where party politics might be a burning
issue. It might not be the best option.
But is it as simple as that? Some of
the founding fathers of South Africa’s
African National Congress were church
ministers who happily combined ministry with politics. They clearly influenced for the better the early formative
days of the movement. And today the
Church, in retrospect, is proud of the
Christian roots of the ANC and in general of the Christian background to the
politics of the country.

This Christian insertion in South
African politics while receding in
recent times nevertheless received a
great boost during the sittings of the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission.
Here, thanks to the Anglican
Church, Archbishop Emeritus
Desmond Tutu chaired the commission and insisted that the Christian
ideal of forgiveness and repentance
be adhered to as the nation went
through a process, a ritual, a sacrament of public Confession and
Reconciliation. While only five per
cent of white people found it in themselves to view the weekly TRC proceedings on national television at the
time there is no doubt that Mandela
was riveted and reflected deeply on
the very Christian exchanges happening before his eyes. Many of these
very powerful moments of forgiveness
were the stuff of saints, undeclared
and un-canonised saints. n

“No one is born hating another person
because of the colour of his or her skin, background,
or religion. People must learn to hate, and if they can
learn to hate, they can be taught to love, for love
comes more naturally to the human
heart than its opposite.”
- Nelson Mandela
Feb/Mar 2014
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HOPE FOR A
bEttER lIFE
e bishops of Zimbabwe and the Jesuits have recently issued
appeals for reform in that country.

I

n a pastoral letter issued 3 December
2013, the Zimbabwean bishops note
that some months after the July elections “there are no visible prospects for
improvement in those spheres of life in
Zimbabwe that cry for restoration to give
people hope for a better life”.
They observe that Zimbabweans are
now “more polarised” than before and
during the previous “Inclusive
Government” that lasted from 2009 to
2013. They also say these political faultlines are set “not only to deepen” but also
to obstruct progress and peace. The
bishops cite daily water and power cuts,
shortages of medicines and medical personnel, and poor sewage facilities. “The
list of what reduces us as a people, our

dignity and our hope for a better life, is
long,” they said. But they add that the
country’s abundance of human and natural resources mean that the poor standard of living “need not be like this".
The bishops call for the re-engagement with the international community,
and the restoration of the economy, public services, and country’s historical reputation as the “bread basket” of the
Southern Africa region. In particular, they
advocate a team of experts and a charter
to guide development.
A New Approach
The bishops draw on Benedict XVI’s call
for a “new economic model' in which individuals and institutions are inspired by

“the principle of gratuitousness, of fraternity” to give their intellectual abilities,
entrepreneurial skills and creativity to
help communities to emerge from the
current financial and economic crisis.
The pastoral letter says: “In his message, Blessed are the Peacemakers (1
January, 2013), Pope Benedict XVI urged
that we all become true peacemakers.
‘True peacemakers are those who love,
defend and promote human life in all its
dimensions, personal, communitarian and
transcendent. Life in its fullness is the
height of peace.’ Pope Benedict proceeds
to outline what we believe is the message
Zimbabwe needs most from this moment
on: ‘In order to emerge from the present
financial and economic crisis – which has
St Anthony Brief
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engendered ever greater inequalities –
we need people, groups, and institutions
which will promote life by fostering
human creativity, in order to draw from
the crisis itself an opportunity for discernment and for a new economic model.’”
They write: “Pope Benedict offered an
alternative to an economic model that
has failed: ‘The predominant model of
recent decades called for seeking maximum profit and consumption, on the
basis of an individualistic and selfish
mindset, aimed at considering individuals
solely in terms of their ability to meet the
demands of competitiveness. Yet, from
another standpoint, true and lasting success is attained through the gift of ourselves, our intellectual abilities and our
entrepreneurial skills, since a ‘liveable’ or
truly human economic development
requires the principle of gratuitousness as
an expression of fraternity and the logic
of gift. Concretely, in economic activity,
peacemakers are those who establish
bonds of fairness with their colleagues,
workers, clients and consumers. They
engage in economic activity for the sake
of the common good and they experience
this commitment as something transcending self-interest, for the benefit of present
and future generations. Thus they work
not only for themselves, but also to
ensure for others a future and a dignified
employment.’”
The bishops continue: “Jesus said: ‘I
came that they may have life, and have
life abundantly’ (John 10:10). The
Contemporary English Version calls it ‘life
to the fullest.’ We in Zimbabwe can have
‘life to the fullest’ if we heed the words of
Pope Benedict as inspired by the Apostle
John and put in place ‘a new economic
model’ across all sectors of our economy,
an economic model that is inclusive, that
draws from the abundant pool of expertise that we are blessed with among our
people and that transcends political and
any other boundaries.”
The document calls for a common
effort that transcends divisions: “What it
takes to realise these aspirations of our
people and country is political will at all
levels of our society and institutions to
work towards the achievement of the
common good, political will to transcend
differences in order for all Zimbabweans
to work together as one family, all leading
to sustainable peace in our nation.”

Feb/Mar 2014

Call from Jesuits
Similarly, Jesuits of Zimbabwe have said
the wealth of natural and human
resources of the country must benefit the
poor of the country, not just its elite.
Writing in the magazine Jesuits and
Friends, Fr Roland von Nidda SJ, parish
priest of St Peter's Kubatana in
Zimbabwe, noted that Zimbabwe's wealth
of resources includes "the best educated
people in Africa, the biggest diamond
fields in the world and the second largest
platinum deposits world-wide. But not
much of this wealth trickles down to the
mass of the poor".
He points out in his article that the
poverty rate in Zimbabwe is estimated to
be around 70%, unemployment is
approximately 80% and the gap between
the rich and poor is among the highest in

the world. “The small echelon of
obscenely rich live in fine mansions, drive
expensive cars, eat out in the mushrooming restaurants and shop in smart malls
stuffed with luxury items,” he says.
“Meanwhile, the great mass of the poor try
to scratch a living on largely subsistence
farming in their villages, or in the urban
informal sector selling vegetables or
goods bought from South Africa.”
Fr Clyde Murope SJ also writes in the
magazine, saying that having been “in the
doldrums for more than a decade,
Zimbabwe now needs both local and international support. Development and growth
is possible only if we all oppose corruption
and complacency.” He writes: “The government and other players need to be of a
positive mind towards reconstruction and
growth in social amenities.” n

Daily Prayers Go Digital
For the New Year, the Development Office of the
Holy Name Franciscan Province, New York,
launched a new prayer initiative
from a new social networking
platform, Instagram, a photoand video-sharing service.
Called “90 Prayers for 90
Days,” this digital “insta-inspiration” is succeeding in both
delivering spiritual messages to the
faithful and allowing more people to
get to know the Franciscans. Like many
religious communities around the world, the
friars have embraced modern media.
Starting New Year’s Eve, the Franciscans’
Brother Finias, a friar cartoon character,
began leading followers through “90 Prayers for 90 Days,” a daily prayer
intention posted on the friars’ Instagram account – thefranciscans.
Each morning, users log on and view an “insta-prayer,” or daily intention, led by Brother Finias. “Users are also able to catch the prayers via
other social networks, like Facebook and Twitter,” said David Convertino
OFM who has led the Development Office and St Anthony’s Guild since
2011. “Inspired by Pope Francis and his social media efforts, we are
excited to expand our digital presence to offer a new way for people to
receive daily prayers from the Franciscans. “90 Prayers for 90 Days” will
reach new and old followers alike, and we are excited to provide people
with a daily intention.”
The initiative asks followers to pray each day: “All-powerful, all loving,
most high God, I give thanks for your blessings in my life and in the lives
of those I love. May my prayers each day bring me closer to you and to
all those for whom I pray."
From HNP Today newsletter, 8 January 2014
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“Wake Up the World”
William Slattery OFM, Archbishop of Pretoria,
writes of how Pope Francis is challenging us to
live authentic Christian lives.

“W

e must not hide… we
have so much to give
the world.” So Pope
Francis admonishes Christian people to
shake off pessimism, mistrust of modern
reality, negativity and listlessness.
Concluding the Year of Faith with his
Apostolic Exhortation The Joy of the
Gospel, the Pope says: “With Christ joy
is constantly born anew.”
Pope Francis insists that things can
be changed in our world. Jesus is risen,
He is present, He is a vital power permeating the world and we are the instru-

ments of the Lord and of that change.
The Pope does not deny that there is
great evil and inequality in the world;
there is poverty and exclusion, people
are barely living. Hearts are gripped by
fear, violence, and corruption but the
Pope notes that “each day in our world
beauty is born anew”.
Impact of Faith
Pope Francis’ exhortation is indeed an
antidote for Christian life in South Africa.
In a country which is 73% Christian we
have to ask ourselves what impact does

the Christian faith have on our families,
on our business, on our politics, on the
70% of youth who are unemployed?
Are we sure that the boos aimed at
President Zuma are not aimed at the
whole system prevailing in the country
today?
“Life is better with Jesus,” Pope
Francis writes. “Our great danger is not
that we might go astray but that we lock
ourselves up with harsh rules.” Our loving relationship with Jesus must not be
presented as a series of heartless
demands or disjointed doctrines. We
must show the world that which is most
beautiful, most grand, most appealing
and at the same time most necessary.
The essential is the beauty of the saving love of God made manifest in Jesus
who died and rose again. “Mercy – this
is the greatest of all virtues.”
Parish Life
The parish, the Pope teaches, is “the
Church living in the midst of the homes
of her sons and daughters”. It is an
environment for hearing God’s Word, for
growth in Christian life, for dialogue,
proclamation, charitable outreach, worship and celebration. “It is a community
where the thirsty come to drink in the
midst of their journey.”
Parishes must be where life is lived,
where people must “touch the wounds
of Christ in those who suffer”. Parish life
must be involved in the concrete, practical, real world of work, caring and
mercy. Reality is greater than ideas, the
Pope teaches. A real Christian spirituality is not a privatised lifestyle. Jesus
must be brought out from the chapels
and prayer groups to the streets, to the
squares, to our workplace, on our journeys. But we must always present Him
“with respect and gentleness”.
For Pope Francis closing our eyes to
our neighbours also blinds us to God.
Wherever we encounter another with
love we learn something of God.
Whenever our eyes are opened to
acknowledge the other we grow in the
light of faith in God. “Every human
being is the object of God’s infinite tenderness.”
St Anthony Brief
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It is no use avoiding change, saying: “We have always done it this way.”
No, Pope Francis responds, parishes
need to rethink goals, styles, and
methods. Go out “with an aggressive
tenderness”, a sincere closeness and
share the struggles of families; “experience the smell of the sheep”. The door
of the Church must always be open,

“Our conviction that leads to authentic
witness has to be sustained by our own
constantly renewed experience of
savouring Christ’s friendship and His
message. It is impossible to persevere in
a fervent evangelisation unless we are
convinced from personal experience that
it is
● not the same thing to have known
Jesus as not to have known Him,
● not the same thing to walk with Him as
to walk blindly,
Feb/Mar 2014

there is no exclusion, everyone is welcome. Without loving attention to the
poor we can be left swamped in an
ocean of words.
Mere administration is not enough.
Priests must remember that
Confession “is not a torture chamber
but an encounter with God’s mercy”.
There will have to be a more incisive

not the same thing to hear His word
as not to know it,
● and not the same thing to contemplate
Him, to worship Him, to find our peace
in Him, as not to.
● It is not the same thing to try to build
the world with His Gospel as to try to
do so by our own lights.
We know well that with Jesus life
becomes richer and that with Him it is
easier to find meaning in everything. This
is why we evangelise. A true witness, who
●

female presence in the Church and in
settings where important decisions are
made.
It is time to get started, says Pope
Francis. Jesus is already here, waiting
for us with open arms. “No one is
excluded from the joy brought by the
Lord. It is time for us to arise and wake
up the world.”

never ceases to be a disciple, knows that
Jesus walks with him, speaks to him,
breathes with him, works with him. Unless
we see Him present at the heart of our
Christian commitment, our enthusiasm
soon wanes and we are no longer sure of
what it is that we are handing on; we lack
vigour and passion. A person who is not
convinced, enthusiastic, certain and in
love, will convince nobody.”
– Pope Francis,
The Joy of the Gospel, no. 266.
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Church Brief
Maternal Love
Every day a group of 180 children in
Gautemala are assisted, helped and protected in the Hogar Nuestra Señora
Consoladora, founded 33 years ago to
protect orphans. The building is located
in the area of Mixco,
adjacent to the Mayor
Seminary in Asunción.
Children between three
and 18 years of age are
educated, fed and
clothed with the support
of volunteers, donors
and benefactors. Sr
María Eva Amortegui
explains that the aid
offered consists of food,
footwear and clothing,
and in some cases there
are people who adopt
children and adolescents.
"Here we see teenagers
from broken homes, children abused, abandoned
and poor. We try to give
them a bit of maternal
love.” At the age of 13
boys are transferred to a vocational centre, where they can continue to study or
be adopted. At present 28 nuns and
seven novices are involved in caring for
the children. The project has so far
assisted 10,000 orphans.

Pastoral Workers Killed in 2013
The number of pastoral workers killed in
2013 has almost doubled. Fides News
Agency released its annual list of pastoral care workers killed worldwide. The
agency stated that 22 pastoral workers,
mostly priests, were killed in 2013. The
highest number of deaths occurred in
Latin America, particularly in Colombia,
where seven priests were killed. 15
priests were killed in total in the
Americas. In Africa, three pastoral workers were killed, three in Asia and one in
Europe. The agency also stated their
concern for several pastoral care workers who have been kidnapped or disappeared in the world, most notably in
Syria and in the Republic of Congo. On

several occasions, Pope Francis has
called for prayer for those who suffer for
the faith. "Let us think about our many
Christian brothers and sisters who are
suffering persecution for their faith. There
are so many, perhaps more now

Mambipiri have gained extensive experience in the field of community radio in
Zimbabwe. So far, a license to broadcast
in the country has not been received, but
the neighbouring countries have several
stations in function.
Among its objectives,
Radio Chiedza aims
to spread the message of the Church,
especially on issues
of social justice, to be
a platform for the
evangelisation of the
political, social, cultural and economic
dimension and to
address social
issues, for example
HIV/AIDS, justice
and peace, modern
families and their
challenges.

Hope In
Colombia

Guatemala: care for orphans
than in past centuries," the Holy Father
said recently. Fides stated that the majority of pastoral workers were killed in particularly violent attacks. Such attacks, the
agency said, are “a sign of the climate of
moral decline, economic and cultural
poverty, which generates violence and
disregard for human life. They all lived in
these human and social contexts, carrying out the mission of proclaiming the
Gospel message without making sensational acts, but by witnessing their faith in
the humility of daily life.”

New Radio Station
The Archbishop of Harare, Robert
Christopher Ndlovu, has announced the
birth of a Catholic community radio station that will start as soon as it obtains
the license from the government. The initiative is managed by Fr Nigel Johnson
SJ together with the communications
director of the Jesuits, Gift Mambipiri. In
the last ten years, both Fr Johnson and

In Colombia, about
70% of women suffer from violence due to
ongoing armed conflict, homicides, sexual
abuse, torture and rape. Many victims who
managed to escape from the FARC and
the paramilitary forces moved to Medellín,
a city known for the violence of drug traffickers and juvenile criminal gangs, the socalled “combos”. The Franciscan Sisters of
Medellín set up the foundation "Hope and
Life" in 2002 to support displaced women
and families from rural and marginalised
areas. These families depend largely on
sporadic income that female-headed
households receive from the textile industries. The Sisters of Medellín thought that,
in an environment where the textile sector
is so predominant, a workshop would be
the best solution to alleviate the poverty of
many women. From this idea the first
workshop was born and others have
sprung up over the years. "Hope and Life"
as well as providing training provides psychosocial support, an indispensable element so that women are able to overcome
the trauma they suffer from violence and
conflict. n
St Anthony Brief
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Irish Missionaries Honoured
I
t is “very appropriate” that the life’s
work of missionaries, who have given
over 40 years in selfless work in many
different countries, often in extremely difficult and challenging circumstances, should
be publicly acknowledged, Sabina Higgins
has said. She was speaking at the inaugural awards ceremony in Dublin for
returned missionaries who have served
overseas for more than four decades.
Addressing 220 returned missionaries
at Dublin’s City Hall, Mrs Higgins hailed
Irish missionaries’ “great and well-earned
reputation” and she commended their work
around the world in the fields of education,
medicine and development work as something of which Ireland can be “truly proud”.
In her keynote address, Sabina Higgins
told the assembled group, many of whom
were in their 70s and 80s and even some
who were in their 90s, that Irish missionaries were “known in particular for the
respect that they displayed towards the
people they lived among and their culture”.
Besides catering for spiritual needs, she
said at the heart of their work was a desire
for social justice and to improve the lives
of the poor and marginalised, and demand
their legal, social and political rights.
“We are pleased that we used to be
called the Island of Saints and Scholars.
For over a thousand years Ireland has produced extraordinary individuals who have
travelled the world as missionaries, seeking to improve the lives of people through
attending to their spiritual, social, education and health needs.” She noted that
2015 would see Ireland celebrate the
1400th anniversary of St Columbanus’
“great mission through Europe”.
During the ceremony, each of the
returned missionaries was presented with
a special medal to mark their milestone,
while Fr Michael Corcoran, President of
the Irish Missionary Union, described them
as “gentle irritants” who challenged those
who exploited the weak.
Elsewhere in her address, Mrs Higgins
said Irish missionaries were the pioneers
in development cooperation, predating
Ireland’s aid programme and deeply influencing its values. Recalling life in County
Galway when she was growing up, she
said missions and missionaries were
always an important part of her household,
as was typical of many households in
Ireland.
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At a recent celebration Mrs Sabina Higgins, the
wife of the President of Ireland, spoke highly of
the contribution made by Irish missionaries
around the world.
Life-long dedication:
Fr Walter Gallahue OFM
arrived in Zimbabwe in 1968
and still continues to serve
the people there.

“I remember delivering copies of missionary magazines such as the Far East
and others in our neighbourhood,” and
“one of the trimmings after the rosary
included prayers for the foreign missions,
which finished with the prayer: ‘St Teresa
of the Child Jesus, pray for the foreign
missions.’” Mrs Higgins’ father had 11 sisters, three of whom became nuns, while
nine of her first cousins became priests
and nuns. She paid tribute to her brother,
Fr Paddy Coyne, who served as a Holy
Ghost priest in Kenya, while her sister,
Margaret, joined the Daughters of Charity
of St Vincent de Paul and set up eye and
polio clinics in Ethiopia. “Having a religious
vocation and going abroad was something
that linked one generation to another in
many families,” she told the assembled
guests in City Hall.
She acknowledged that Irish
Missionaries “great and well-earned reputation overseas” was due to the “respect

that they displayed both towards the people they lived amongst and their culture”.
Irish people, perhaps, have a special
understanding, having shared the experience of being colonised, and carry a memory of famine, marginalisation and oppression. “They can easily identify with the
needs of the often marginalised or
neglected groups they live among,” she
said.
Mrs Higgins concluded her address by
saying that the men and women “who we
are here to honour and acknowledge, have
each dedicated a lifetime to serve the
communities they joined. They shared intimately in the lives of the people they
served, their immersion was total. It is
important that we express our appreciation
and gratitude to them for their selfless
endeavour and achievement both in their
contribution abroad and at home, and for
the great example they have provided, and
for the vision they have shared.” n
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Frs Aidan McGrath and Hugh McKenna with Sr Faustina.

ere was
delight for the
Franciscan Family
in Ireland as
Pope Francis
proclaimed a
Jubilee Year
for their
Holy Name
Centenary
Celebrations.

launch of the Jubilee Year
T

he Franciscans and Poor Clares,
along with other branches of the
Irish Franciscan Family, are celebrating a special Year of the Holy Name
of Jesus. An opening Mass was celebrated in the Poor Clare Monastery
Chapel, Galway, on 3 January, the feast
of the Holy Name.
All present were surprised and
delighted when Fr Aidan McGrath OFM,
Secretary General of the Franciscan
Order worldwide, announced at the end
of Mass that Pope Francis has granted
the status of a Jubilee Year to their centenary celebrations and a plenary indulgence for those who participate in its
celebration. The Year commemorates a
new wave of the devotion to the Holy
Name of Jesus which began in 1914
through a spiritual collaboration
between the Poor Clares and
Franciscans and was further developed
by other branches of the Franciscan
Family.
“It is widely known that Pope Francis
himself has great devotion to the Holy
Name of Jesus and it is very significant
that the granting of the Jubilee Year
came through by mandate of the Holy
Father,” said Fr Aidan. “This is a great
honour for the Irish Franciscan Family
and a great opportunity for renewal in
the Church in Ireland.”

In the same week that the indulgence
was approved, Pope Francis tweeted:
“We cannot think of a Church without joy.
This is the joy of the Church: announcing
to all the Name of Jesus.” This has given
further impetus to what has now become
a Jubilee Year.
“We are so thrilled. We never
dreamed that this centenary would get
such recognition from Pope Francis,"
said Sr Colette, Mother Abbess of the

Galway Poor Clare community. "We had
applied for the granting of a special indulgence but the granting of Jubilee Year
status is far above what we expected."
Hugh McKenna OFM, Minister
Provincial, noted in his homily that from
the earliest days of Christianity people
began to realise that the name of Jesus
was not merely a series of letters, but
that it had an intrinsic divine power.
Wherever the name of Jesus is spoken

Sisters of St Clare – Srs Maureen and Anne, with
Poor Clares – Srs Bonaventure, Colette and Brigid Marie.
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or displayed the power of Jesus
can be called upon to obtain
peace, holiness and as a protection from evil. He believes that
the Year is an opportunity for
Christians to rekindle in their
hearts love for the Holy Name of
Jesus.
During the course of the
opening Mass for the Jubilee
Year a special icon “written” by
Chilean Lucho Alvarez, a longtime resident in Galway, was
unveiled depicting the person of
Jesus and the monogram of the
Holy Name. The Sisters hope
the icon will become a focal
point for renewing this devotion.
“When we call on the Name of
Jesus, He is with us and it is

to rediscover the true
power of this name. We
need to spend time in contemplation of this name.
One very practical way,
which is recommended by
the Catechism, is the
ancient practice of the Jesus
prayer. This prayer, which
goes back to the 5th century
desert Fathers, involves the
repetition of the simple
prayer: Lord Jesus Christ,
Son of God, have mercy on
me a sinner. Or when we
pray the Rosary, pause in
reverence at the mention of
the Holy Name."
SFO National President Colm MacConfhaola
Fr Hugh continued: “St
and his wife Marion.
Francis was so filled with love
for the Holy Name that at the
end of his life Friar Thomas of Celano
could write: ‘He was always with Jesus:
Jesus in his heart, Jesus in his mouth,
Jesus in his ears, Jesus in his eyes,
Jesus in his hands, he bore Jesus always
in his whole body.’ May this Jubilee Year
centuries. We bless ourselves in this
His Presence that gives us the graces
increase our love for the Holy Name of
name, we celebrate the sacraments in
we need to cope when we are going
Jesus and may we too, whatever we are
this name and we pray in this name.”
through difficult times,” said Sr Colette.
doing, be aware of His presence and His
He offered practical suggestions for
“That is why it is so important to use the
power in our lives.”
the Jubilee Year: "If this Year of the Holy
Name of Jesus with reverence and love.”
Name is to be of lasting value to us we
“We believe this is a devotion which
For more information on the
must do more than just bow our heads
is very relevant to the times we are living
Jubilee Year, see www.holyname.ie n
whenever we hear His name. We need
in. People are really struggling, between
sickness, financial worries and depression and are looking for
some way to find serenity in their lives. Simply
calling on the Name of
Jesus with trust, from the
heart, brings His presence and His power into
the situations in our lives
that we struggle with. It is
the utter simplicity of this
devotion which is so
appealing,” she continued.
In his homily Fr Hugh
said: “We invoke the
name of Jesus so easily
and very often so carelessly without realising the
significance and power of
the name – a name which
has been in the heart of
God from all eternity – a
name that has been venerated down through the
Secular Franciscans and helpers at the celebrations.

of the Holy Name
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Sheep, Shepherds and
Springtime
a fresh look

sr mary burke, fmDm

Sr Mary burke FMDM reflects on the shepherd and his sheep.

S

pring is once more upon us and
we wait eagerly for the gambolling
of energetic little lambs in our
fields. Our image of these mild creatures
can be one of little bundles of white fluff
who spend their days playing, feeding
earnestly from their mothers who in their
constant solicitude keep them within sight.
An anxious bleating can be heard from
either side when they lose sight of one
another and a frenzied search then results
in a get together when the ewe and lamb
seem to realise the enormity of the bond
of maternal love which ties them as one
flesh.
Of course any of us who have ever
lived on farms know that there is another
story behind this idyllic scene. There are
for the shepherd the endless long days of
watching and counting and caring for his
sheep, the sheep whose feet are sore and
need tending, those who get caught in the
briers and who, when the caring and
sometimes exasperated shepherd comes

to rescue them, will often drive themselves
further into the depths of this tangle of
thorns. Then again, there are the sheep
who like to jump fences and end up on the
side of the roads wandering in the path of
cars and other potential hazards to their
lives.
As the lambing season gets underway
there can be late nights of waiting for the
lambs to be born, the complications
caused by the cold and wet and often the
sadness of losing a lovely fat, and what
might appear to be healthy lamb, to the
dangers of birthing. In all of this the shepherd needs to wait, watch and live in hope
that enough of his sheep will deliver their
lambs safely and he will be able to make a
living for himself and those he has to support.
The True Shepherd
The image of the shepherd can be a powerful one in our own lives of faith.
Personally I often associate this image

with my father who was indeed a sheep
farmer. Many nights I saw him go out in the
cold and wintry weather to bring in a sick
lamb and put him or her by the fire having
first washed and dried this precious little
creature to warm it up. There was much joy
in seeing this little lamb take its first
unsteady steps and often great competition
among us children to be the one who would
feed this newborn from a bottle. This memory of my father as a shepherd has given
me an image of a shepherd as one who
really goes beyond his own comfort and
needs to care for those entrusted to him.
In the Middle East many of the shepherds are young boys and girls who often
spend long days walking or sitting with
sheep. They do indeed and would, in the
time of Jesus, get to know each sheep and
lamb by name. Dangers such as wolves or
even robbers are a constant threat and a
real alertness is needed to protect the flock.
One can imagine the scenario which Jesus
Himself gives us of the shepherd who goes
St Anthony Brief
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in search of the stray sheep and is happy
when he finds it. This shepherd symbolises the way in which Jesus sees Himself
in relation to us. He cares for us, feeds us,
searches for us when we stray, loves us
and knows each one of us by name. Even
more extraordinarily Jesus is happier
when one of us returns having for a time
been separated from Him than He is in
looking after the sheep who never stray.
As we generally find ourselves in the
season of Lent during the springtime this
could be a reminder to us that Jesus is
waiting for our return, for us to come and
be cared for by Him. There is in His parable of the lost sheep, no mention of anything other than joy at the return of the lost
sheep. In other words we can come as we
are and we will be welcomed back into the
flock.
Knowing the Shepherd
If the Jesus as the Shepherd knows His
sheep; it is also true that the sheep know
the shepherd. Such knowledge is gained
by spending time with the shepherd, by
being the recipient of His loving care, by
learning that His love is given freely and
by understanding His joy and lack of
judgement in the return and embracing of
the lost sheep.
Let me illustrate what this knowing of
the shepherd is about using a little story. A
famous actor was invited to a function
where he was asked to recite for the pleasure of the guests. Having recited a few

well known verses, he asked his audience
if there was anything in particular they
wanted to hear. After a moment or two, an
old pastor asked to hear Psalm 23, “The
Lord is my Shepherd”. The actor paused
for a moment and then said: “I will but on
one condition – that you will recite it also,
after I have finished.” The pastor was
taken by surprise. “I am hardly a public
speaker, but if you wish, I shall recite it
also.” The actor began quite impressively.
His voice was trained and his intonation
perfect. The audience was spell bound
and when he finished, there was great
applause from the guests.
Now it was the old pastor’s turn to
recite the same psalm. His voice was not
remarkable, his tone not faultless, but
when he finished there was not a dry eye
in the room. The actor rose and his voice
quivered as he said: “Ladies and gentlemen, I reached your eyes and ears: he
has reached your hearts: The difference is
this: I know the psalm but he knows the
Shepherd.”
This lovely story reminds us of how
knowing Jesus as the true Shepherd not
only changes our own lives but also the
lives of those we come in contact with.
This old pastor had taken the words of
Psalm 23 to his heart. He knew in the
marrow of his bones that time spent with
the Lord restored his soul, that this same
God was with him in the “valley of the
shadow of darkness” and would comfort
him in his time of need. This can be a

reminder to us in our own lives of the presence of a truly loving God.
Immense Love
Jesus in His modelling of the Shepherd
desires that we know Him deeply, that we
trust our lives to His love as the sheep trust
their lives and wellbeing to the shepherd.
He wants us to know we are carried and
loved as the shepherd takes the sheep
which is lost, puts it on his shoulders and
carries it back to the fold. Our Shepherd is
also one who is spoken of as a “lamb”.
Jesus as the “Lamb of God” takes the position of one who is fragile and vulnerable, a
position many of us can identify with, a
lamb who is willing to give His life for us as
our Saviour on the Cross.
Perhaps as we watch the spring emerge
from the depths of winter darkness and see
the newborn lambs frolic in the fields we
can remind ourselves of a few things this
Lent. Firstly, remember the depth of Jesus’
love for us as the Shepherd who holds us in
tenderness and who has given His life for
us in that great love. Secondly, we might
seek, like the old pastor, to know the
Shepherd more deeply by spending time
with Him and by allowing ourselves to
believe in the immense love He has for us.
Perhaps like the old pastor we might
decide to look at Psalm 23 and say it regularly during this springtime knowing that
Jesus is indeed our loving Shepherd and
that He desires only the best for each one
of us. n

The Lost Sheep:
the joy of returning
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NATIONAL FRANCISCAN PILGRImAGE TO

THE HOLY LANd
26th AUGUST – 3rd SEPTEmbER 2014
LEd bY FR bERNARd JONES, OFm, COmmISSARY TO THE HOLY LANd

WALKING IN THE
FOOTPRINTS OF JESUS

€1,659 per person sharing
INSURANCE EXTRA AT €30

4 NIGHTS JERUSALEm
4 NIGHTS TIbERIAS (4 STAR)
HALF bOARd (INCL. TAXES)
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
PILGRImAGES AbROAd. TEL: 01 635 9300.
PILGRIMAGES ABROAD, LAURI DUFFY TRAVEL,
69 UPPER O’CONNELL STREET, DUBLIN 1.
EMAIL: INFO@PILGRIMAGESABROAD.IE. LICENSE NO. TO 052.
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Coming to the Joy of Love
if you will be well with god, and have grace to rule your life,
and come to the joy of love:
this name Jesus, fasten it so fast in your heart
that it never comes out of your thought.
And when you speak to him, and through custom say, “Jesus”,
it shall be in your ear, joy;
in your mouth, honey;
and in your heart, melody.
for people shall think joy to hear that name be named,
sweetness to speak it,
mirth, and song to think it.
if you think the name “Jesus” continually, and hold it firmly,
it purges your sin, and kindles your heart;
it illumines your soul, it removes anger and does away
with dryness.
it wounds in love and fulfills charity.
it chases the devil, and frees from dread.
it opens heaven, and forms a contemplative heart.
have Jesus in mind and heart, for that puts away
all vices from the lover.

– Richard Rolle,
14th century
english mystic
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Pat Conlan OFM continues his reﬂections on the Holy Name with a look at
early Franciscan inﬂuence on the devotion.

Name of Sweetness,
Name of blessed Hope
F

ollowing St Francis, St Anthony
of Padua took up the theme of
the Holy Name. In his Sermon on
the Circumcision, commenting on the
text that His name was called Jesus,
Anthony called it: “O Name of sweetness, O Name of delight, O Name of
blessed hope and of strength for the sinner.” Returning to the text, “Your Name
is as oil poured out”, Anthony notes that
oil has five functions. “It floats upon all
other liquids, indicating that the Name of
Jesus is above all other names. It is an
emollient, it sweetens, it illuminates and
it satiates. Thus preachers can use it to
soften the hardest of hearts. It will
sweeten the bitterest of temptations. As
you think of it, it will illuminate your
heart. Read it and your mind will be
filled.” In another place he talks about
“how sweet is the bitterness and how trifling the tribulation which the humble
soul undergoes for the Name of Jesus”.

Finally, Anthony talks of the rays of
the sun being the poverty and humility,
the patience and the obedience of Jesus
Christ. Some see this as the beginning
of the tradition, later taken up by St
Bernardine of Siena, of surrounding the
sacred monogram with the golden rays
of the sun. The image of the rays of the
sun around the IHS occurs again around
this time in the coat-of-arms of St
Bonaventure as cardinal. There is doubt
about the date of the coat-of-arms,
which may have appeared after his
death.
Honey-Sweet
Just after St Anthony, another friar,
Gilbert of Tournai, wrote a tract on
Praise of the Honey-sweet Name of
Jesus. It has been called the most
extensive and beautiful treatise on the
Holy Name written during the thirteenth
century and the most influential until the

period of St Bernardine. Written around
the time of the Second Council of Lyons
in 1274 it was falsely attributed to St
Bonaventure. The treatise is in the format of ten sermons. The first introduces
the theme and gives the names of those
in the Old Testament who carry the
name of Jesus. The second gives the
chief prerogatives of the Name of Jesus.
The Name is powerful, gracious, joyous
and glorious. The third talks of the
power of the Name to overcome all our
enemies, particularly by driving off
demons. It unites men with their fellow
citizens by reviving the mind and repairing the strength. The fourth, using the
text of ‘Your Name is as oil poured out’,
to talk of the joyous Name of Jesus. It
heals the sinner by obtaining his forgiveness. It mitigates by obtaining victory for
the penitent. It illuminates the just with
wisdom. It seasons the just by bringing
them to perfect fruition.
St Anthony Brief
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The fifth to the eight sermons treat
of the gracious Name of Jesus. We
should keep this Name in our heart, on
our lips, in our ears and in all our acts. It
is desirable, delectable, admirable and
venerable. It strengthens our weakness
and consummates our union with God.
The Name of Jesus is the foundation of
Faith, the strengthening of Hope and the
fostering of Charity. Considering its doctrine, the Name is prudence or wisdom.
Turning to its patience, it is redemption
or fortitude. Looking at its purity, it is
sanctification or temperance. Finally, in
justice it is mercy. The ninth sermon
treats of the glory of Jesus who was an
agent of the creation, the priest on the
Cross, the just judge at the end and the
all-powerful king and leader.
For the Name’s Sake
St Bonaventure is regarded as the
founder after Alexander of Hales of the
Franciscan school of theology. He often
turns to that “powerful, gracious, joyous,
delicious and glorious Name which is
loveable, venerable and desirable
above all else. It is well-sounding,
charming, redolent and opulent.” It is
through the power of the Holy Name
that the world is created, sustained and
ruled. We should show our love for this
Name by doing everything in word and
work in the Name of Jesus, undergoing
suffering and persecution for that
Name’s sake.
The image of the IHS occurs on the
seals of several entities within the
Franciscan Order. A word of warning,
we are not sure of the date when these
were cut. The oldest of these possibly
belong to the Provinces of Portugal and
Sicily, both dating back to before 1250.
That of Sicily shows a simple IHS with
flowers in the centre of the H. That of
Portugal had the symbol enclosed in
the rays of the sun. The Province of
Corsica dates back to before 1380 and
has the IHS with a cross on the bar of
the H. The Province of Majorca (or of
the Balearic Islands) was founded
around 1459 and the seal shows a simple IHS with the line overhead. The
Cismontane Commissary General came
into being in 1517 and his seal has a
simple IHS with three nails pointing to
the centre of the H. The Commissary
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General for the Indies was first
appointed in 1572 and his seal has the
IHS with a cross on the bar of the H as
well as the rays of the sun. Just before
this the Province of the Holy Name in
Guatemala was founded in 1565 with a
seal based on the simple IHS with a line
over. Today three Provinces of the
Order, one each in Brazil, Sicily and the
USA, carry the Holy Name in their title.
Twelve Rays
Franciscan historians do not regard
Ubertino of Casale as a worthy friar. He
is considered as guilty of Joachimism, a
vision of the future of the Church and
world which was strongly condemned by
the Church. A church of the spirit, a
community of gladness and love would
supersede the Church Hierarchy, the
sacraments and the law. A new order of
spiritual people would set an example of
Christian living under the guidance of a
real holy pope. Ubertino was confined
to the hermitage on Mount Alverna in
1304 until his death in 1329 for having
preached against the “carnal church” as
he saw it. With plenty of time to think
and meditate, he wrote his Arbor Vitae
Crucifixae Jesu. While much of the book
was given over to invective against the
Church that had condemned him, it also
contained a large section dealing with
his mystical experiences.
This has been called a summary of
almost all that can be said about the
Holy Name. Its major importance is the
influence it had on St Bernardine of
Siena, the Apostle of the Holy Name,

who quotes it almost word for word in
one of his sermons. In particular
Ubertino talks of the twelve virtues of the
Name of Jesus. It appears that this led
Bernardine to place twelve rays around
the symbol of the Holy Name. With slight
variations he also follows Ubertino’s
twelve virtues. For beginners, the Name
is the refuge of sinners, the remedy of
the spiritually ill, the defence of the militant and the consolation of the afflicted.
For the advanced it is the help of the
proficient, the succour of the wavering,
the honour of the steadfast and the
theme of the preacher. For the perfect it
is the sigh of those who keep it in mind,
the support of those who pray, the fruit
of those who try and the reward of those
who persevere.
Also because of Ubertino we come
to the final form of the sign of the Holy
Name. According to St John Capistran,
that faithful recorder of the acts of St
Bernardine, the saint was preaching in
Alessandria, north of Genoa in Italy. He
spoke of the twelve rays as spelled out
by Ubertino. A young lad was so
impressed that he went to a local painter
to paint a golden circle with the name of
Jesus within and twelve rays of the sun
pointing out. The lad then carried this
through the streets calling out the name
of Jesus. A crowd began to follow him in
an impromptu procession. St Bernardine
was so impressed that he got a proper
version done by the painter and carried
it with him on his missionary journies. It
provided an excellent visualisation of the
words that he preached. n
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News from
around the . . .

Franciscan
Pope’s “Franciscan” Pilgrimage

rights prize. The award is in recognition of

González’s constant and indefatigable work
The Pope's journey to the Holy Land can
in defence of Central American migrants
be viewed as a "Franciscan" pilgrimage.
attempting to cross the state of Tabasco,
The Holy Land is preparing for the aposheaded for the United States. The award
tolic journey of Pope Francis, 24-26 May.
was presented in Mexico City in the presThe three-day visit will include events in
ence of the French and German ambasJordan, Bethlehem and Jerusalem. The
sadors to Mexico. It was pointed out at the
holy sites in the region are under the care
award ceremony that the state of Tabasco
of the Franciscan Custody of the Holy
Land, the Province
of the Franciscan
Order which has
been entrusted for
centuries with the
task. In many
ways, this trip to
the Holy Land is
another
Franciscan aspect
of this papacy.
“The Holy Land
was the mission
preferred by St
Francis – it was
ever on his mind –
and is therefore
the first and principal mission of the
Franciscan Order,
and it is entirely fitCustodians of the holy places: friars pray at
ting therefore in
has become the most travelled and danthe logic of things that the Holy Father will
gerous route for the Central American
follow his visit to Assisi by the visit to the
migrants. Along it they are subject to kidHoly Land,” said Fr David-Maria Jaeger
napping, sexual abuse, extortion, attacks
OFM. “It is also connected to the core mesand even death. González denounces that
sage of Pope Francis, namely a return to
all this occurs with the "collaboration, perthe Gospel, which was the message of
mission and indifference of the authorities”.
Francis. The saint did not establish any
The Migrants House A72 run by the
kind of new ideology or religious school,
Franciscan Order is part of the project for
the way of life he put forward for his followattending to migrant people, in partnership
ers was quite simply to follow the Gospel of
with the Centre for Human Rights of
our Lord Jesus Christ.” Pope Francis “is
Usumacinta. The shelter’s name is in memtelling us to testify to the world, not through
ory of the 72 migrants that were murdered
what he calls a disjointed multitude of docin August 2000 in Tamaulipas.
trines, but through the one Gospel of Jesus
Friar Tomás recently welcomed the
Christ,” he said.
Caravan of Central American Mothers
when they arrived in the capital of Mexico.
Award for Mexican Friar
The 44 women of the caravan are from
The director of the Migrants House A72,
Nicaragua, Honduras, El Salvador and
Mexican Franciscan Tomás González
Guatemala. They are looking for their chilCastillo OFM, was the winner of the first
dren, marching with a photo of their rela“Gilberto Bosques” French-German human

World
tives hanging on their chest: men, women,
and young people – all immigrants who
have disappeared. The women launched an
appeal directly to Mexican President
Enrique Peña Nieto: "Please listen to us.
Help us find our children. Foreigners are not
criminals. They left alive, we want them
back alive." Friar Tomás pointed out that the
Church has asked the government to create
a secretariat for
immigration that
is able to effectively provide protection for foreign
immigrants and
Mexicans.

South
Sudan
South Sudan
is the youngest
country in the
world – established only in
2011; it also
contains the
youngest
mission for the
Franciscan
Order. Three
Bethlehem.
friars, Jesús,
Masseo and Mario, arrived in the capital
Juba only in February 2013. They serve in
Holy Trinity parish and its five outstations,
the furthest some 75 km away. On 16
December the friars were awoken to the
sound of gunfire; a civil war had begun that
is largely inter-racial. Later gunfire hit the
roof of their house and shattered windows.
Since then thousands have died in the
country and many more have fled their
homes. The friars write: “As a small fraternity of friars, we are limited in what we can
do in practice, but together with our worldwide brotherhood, we can at least pray for
peace and the resolution of the conflict. And
as practical means open up for us to help
alleviate some of the fears and concerns of
the people, may we continue to have the
wisdom to know what to do. For us and for
all the people of this land, we ask you for
your ongoing prayerful support.” n
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Cardinal Napier OFM
Remembers Mandela
T

he Franciscan Archbishop of
Durban, Wilfrid Napier, later to be
cardinal, remembers that after
Mandela was released from prison in 1990
negotiations began with the National Party
government. When the talks stalled there
was a genuine fear. "We were afraid that if
the holdup was not sorted out quickly, the
fighting and the killing would start all over,"
Cardinal Napier recalled. "So we
approached then President de Klerk and
Mandela and told them we knew they
were having difficulty over a particular
issue. Could we meet privately?" The men
agreed. After an afternoon with the
churchmen, consensus was reached. De
Klerk and Mandela decided to appear on
television within 24 hours to tell the country how the problem would be solved. The
nation could breathe again.
After Mandela was elected president
following South Africa's first non-racial
elections in 1994, he maintained close
contact with the clergy, holding regular
quarterly meetings with them. "He had a
mind as clear as a bell," Cardinal Napier
said. "It was obvious that his Christian formation was the source of his inspiration."
Mandela was seven years old when his
mother enrolled him at the Clarkebury
Missionary School in South Africa's
Eastern Cape Province. He continued his
education at the Healdtown Methodist
College, a boarding school started by missionaries in 1845.
His friendship with Archbishop
Stephen Naidoo of Cape Town is reflected
in a letter he wrote in November 1984.
Handwritten, it was headed with
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Cardinal Napier last August at the
launch of a book of essays in his
honour, A Story Worth Telling,
edited by Stuart C. Bate OMI
and Anthony Egan SJ.

Mandela's prison number: D220/82. In it,
he told the archbishop that he had been
uplifted by the pastoral care provided by
clergy on Robben Island, where he spent
18 of his 27 years of imprisonment.
Naidoo, who under apartheid laws was
classified an Indian, became friends with
Mandela before his appointment to Cape
Town. Then auxiliary bishop, Naidoo regularly made pastoral visits to Robben
Island. In Mandela's letter to Naidoo, he
said news that his friend had been
appointed Archbishop of Cape Town
"pleased me beyond words”. He added:
“The elevation of black personalities to
positions of authority in the Church is a

development which has far wider significance than many people may realise.”
There were many sides to Mandela
that South Africans (of all races) came to
love. One story tells of a group of South
African churchmen who arranged to meet
Mandela for breakfast soon after his
release. They chatted briefly before sitting
down to their meal, but had no sooner
lifted knife and fork when their guest
stopped them. "Gentlemen," Mandela said.
"Surely we should say grace before we
start eating?" It was a gentle rebuke that
had people chuckling at the embarrassed
clergymen – but was it true? "Indeed it
was," Napier said. "Mandela was a stickler
for praying before meals."
But the cardinal has an even more
heart-warming tale about Mandela. In
2001, when Napier was at a meeting of
the Southern African Catholic Bishops'
Conference in Pretoria, he received a call
from the Papal Nuncio telling him that
Pope John Paul was to proclaim him one
of six new cardinals the coming Sunday.
"I'm afraid my reaction was rude. I said,
'What?'" He told no one as he waited for
the official announcement. A day later, he
missed a telephone call from Mandela,
then in Mozambique. Uncertain of what
the former president wanted, he tried to
reach him, without luck. Mandela obtained
his telephone number by calling the cardinal's secretary. Still in Mozambique, this
time Mandela was lucky. "Cardinal Wilfrid,"
he said when the connection was made. "I
hear you have been proclaimed a Prince
of the Church. I am so very pleased.
Congratulations!" n
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Cardinal Martini:
Man of God and Prophet
fr tom russell, ofm

Il Duomo, Milan’s great cathedral: Cardinal Martini was Archbishop of Milan.

tom Russell OFM
ponders the life and
teaching of Cardinal
Carlo Maria Martini SJ.

I

n 1981 the Red Brigade group murdered an Italian journalist in Milan. I
was a student in Rome at that time
and switched on the funeral Mass. I was
immediately captivated by the wonderful
preacher. I found out that he was the new
Archbishop of Milan, Carlo Maria Martini.
Such was my first “meeting” with the
future Cardinal Martini. I sensed his greatness. He seemed to be all that one might
aspire to be, a truly universal man. I was
soon delving deep into his Bible-soaked
books. Who was he?

Background
He was born on 15 February 1927 near
the northern Italian city of Turin. He joined
the Society of Jesus, the Jesuits, in 1944
and was ordained a priest in 1952. He
took his doctorate at the Jesuit-run
Gregorianum University in Rome in 1958.
Teaching there he went on to another
major doctorate at the Pontifical Biblical
Institute in 1966.
He was in charge of this institute from
1969 to 1978 and was put in charge of
the Gregorianum that year. I remember
St Anthony Brief
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reading about his innovative
ideas in Time magazine. The
newly elected Blessed John Paul
II then chose him to be archbishop of Milan and its five million
Catholics in 1979. He moved
north and this great intellectual
quickly proved himself to be a true
pastor of souls and a man open to
dialogue with all comers. He
became a cardinal in 1983 and
was chosen as President of the
European Conference of Bishops
from 1986 to 1993.
1993 Interview
Gerald O’Connell SJ interviewed
him in 1993 seeking his thoughts
on the Church today and tomorrow.
Asked what he saw as “signs of the
times” – Cardinal Martini said he did
not look to trends or fashions of the
moment but sought rather “those
movements of the Holy Spirit that
push one towards the good, so as to
live the Gospel in the real world”. He
mentioned three such signs in our
post-Vatican II Church: Renewed love
for, and prayerful reading of the
Scriptures; the great increase in voluntary service in the Church, “for me this
is an extraordinary sign of the grace of
the Holy Spirit”; a love for contemplative
prayer and a deeper spirituality.
In his book Journey with the Lord, he
writes: “The Church of tomorrow is a
Church fully subject to God’s Word, nourished and freed by the Word; a Church
which puts the Eucharist at the centre of
its life, focuses and reflects on its Lord,
does everything ‘in memory of Him’ and
models itself on His gifts.” He would hope
to see a Church living more and more in
the spirit of the Sermon on the Mount. “A
Church which combines the spirit of the
Beatitudes with a strong institutional unity
is for me the ideal.”
Later Years
Cardinal Martini worked away until he
retired at 75 years of age in 2002. He
then lived and wrote much in his beloved
Jerusalem until, troubled by Parkinson’s
Disease, he returned to his Jesuit community in Milan in 2008. He bore his
cross until his death on 31 August 2012.
Some 200,000 people filed past his
remains in the great Duomo, Milan’s
cathedral. His immense funeral Mass on
3 September was a national and international event.
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tion: “If you want to you can heal
me.” A situation charged with raw
passion and deep anguish. One can
sense his desperate clutching at any
straw. Jesus’ heartfelt compassion
for him did in fact cure him.
Later Jesus is with the apostles at
the Last Supper when he turns to
Simon Peter to say that the devil is
after him to sift him like wheat “but I
have prayed for you” so when you
emerge from your ordeal you will
be a rock to others. Martini pointed
out that the very word “to pray”
Jesus used is the very same
Greek word used in the leper’s
raw approach. Suddenly one
realises that Jesus’ prayer for
Peter was no casual affair but
rather heartfelt, prolonged,
anguished. Peter would indeed
come through his ordeal because
Jesus had implored and begged
that grace for him. Gems like that
send you “searching the
Scriptures” for more.

Cardinal Martini: the Scriptures
were the light of his life.
Cardinal Martini wrote some 40 books
and others published many of his retreat
talks. He tells us that he began to read
the Bible at the age of ten. He lived to
communicate his love of God’s holy Word
to millions of people. He became an
inspiring and towering giant whose presence grows apace since his death. Pope
Benedict sent a message to be read at
his funeral. “He was a man of God who
not only studied Sacred Scripture, but
loved it intensely and made it the light of
his life so everything would be for the
greater glory of God.” Cardinal
Tettamanzi, his successor in Milan, spoke
also with deep emotion: “We loved you for
your smile and your words, for bowing to
our fragility and for your ability to see afar,
for your faith in days of joy and of sorrow,
and for the artful way you listened and
gave hope to everyone – to everyone!”
A Personal Note
I have admired Cardinal Martini since I
first heard him preach and began to delve
into his books. He opens out the
Scriptures. May I share a small example
with you. We know the story of the leper
who came at Jesus begging in despera-

Final Challenge
This amazing man published
seven books in 2012 even as his life
ebbed away. He also gave an interview
to be released after his death. In his
words we can see his deep pastoral concerns allied to his love for the Church
turning him into a prophet. To him the
Church in Europe seemed a little tired, old
and worn out. He seeks the embers hidden beneath the ashes. We need believers with the generosity of the Good
Samaritan, with the faith of the Roman
centurion, with the enthusiasm of John
the Baptist, with the daring of Paul and
the fidelity of Mary Magdalene. We need
Catholics who step up to the mark in a
deep, personal way. Cardinal Martini’s
testament finishes with a challenge: “The
Church is 200 years behind the times.
How come it does not rouse itself? Are
we afraid? Fearful instead of courageous?
But faith is the foundation of the Church.
Faith, trust, courage. I am old and sick
and I depend on others. The good people
around me make me feel loved. This love
is stronger than the feelings of disillusionment that every now and then I feel
towards the Church in Europe. Only love
can overcome the tiredness. God is love.
Now I have a question for you: what can
you do for the Church?”
It seems to me that his plea has fallen
on fertile ground. n
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The Privilege of a Jubilee Year
A petition
was made to
the Holy See
to grant a
Plenary
Indulgence
for the Year
of the Holy
Name of
Jesus being
celebrated
by the
Franciscan
Family in
Ireland during 2014.
The reply
exceeded
expectations.

“On the 19th day of December 2013, the
Apostolic Penitentiary, by mandate of the
Holy Father Francis, and most willingly
expressing His paternal benevolence,
grants a Jubilee Year with the attached
Plenary Indulgence, which may be
obtained under the usual conditions (i.e.
sacramental confession, Eucharistic
Communion, and prayers for the intention
of the Supreme Pontiff), once in each day,
to those of Christ’s faithful who are truly
repentant, which they may apply in suffrage for the souls of the faithful departed
in Purgatory, if they have devoutly taken
part in any jubilee celebration or pious
exercise in honour of the Most Holy Name
of Jesus, or if they have given over a suitable space of time for pious reflection,
concluding with the Lord’s Prayer, the

Icon by
Lucho Alvarez:
Sisters Louie,
Colette
(Abbess)
and Catherine
with specially
commissioned
Icon of the
Holy Name.

Profession of Faith and invocations of the
Blessed Virgin Mary, Saint Francis and
Saint Clare of Assisi.
This indulgence is available:
a) To every individual friar and sister as
often as they devoutly visit the church
or principal chapel attached to the friary or the monastery;
b) To all the faithful: once in the year, in
all the churches or chapels attached
to the friaries or monasteries;
c) If they devoutly participate in the centenary celebrations on the following
feast days in 2014: the Holy Name of
Jesus (3 January), St Bernardine of
Siena (20 May), St Clare (11 August),
St Bernard of Clairvaux (20 August),
the Seraphic Father St Francis (4
October), St John Capistran (23

October), as well as the Tridua preceding these feasts, and on other days to
be properly determined.
d) In Galway, if they visit the image of
the Most Holy Name of Jesus,
exposed for public veneration in the
public chapel of the Poor Sisters of
Saint Clare.
Those of the faithful who are impeded by
old age or ill health can obtain the Plenary
Indulgence, if, thoroughly repentant of
every sin, and with the intention of fulfilling the three usual conditions, as soon as
they are able to do so, they join spiritually
with the jubilee celebrations, offering their
prayers and sufferings to the Mercy of
God through Mary.”
Unoffical translation from the Latin of a
section of the Vatican decree.

For the Church, a Jubilee Year is precisely a "year of the Lord's favour", a year of the remission of sins,
a year of reconciliation between disputing parties, a year of manifold conversions. The Church proclaims
"a year of the Lord's favour", and she tries to ensure that all the faithful can benefit from this grace.
The term "Jubilee" speaks of joy; not just an inner joy but a jubilation which is manifested outwardly.
The Church rejoices in salvation and invites everyone to rejoice. She tries to create conditions
to ensure that the power of salvation may be shared by all.
The Church respects the measurements of time: hours, days, years and centuries, realising how each of
these measurements of time is imbued with the presence of God and with His saving activity.
In this spirit, during the Jubilee Year, the Church rejoices, gives thanks and asks forgiveness,
and presents her petitions to the Lord of history.
– Blessed John Paul II
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Defending the
Amazon Rainforest
faith in action

fr gearóiD ó conaire, ofm

Gearóid Ó Conaire OFM
shares his experience of the
beauty and fragility of the
Bolivian Amazon forest
and the eﬀorts being made
to protect it.

O

ne of the reasons I went to
Bolivia in May 2013 was to give
a retreat to lay missionary volunteers (linked with Franciscan and
Maryknoll missionaries) in the Serere
Reserve, a place near Rurrenbaque, part
of the Madidi National Park in Northern
Bolivia. After the Justice, Peace and
Integrity of Creation (JPIC) seminar with
religious from different congregations, I
was looking forward to visiting a tropical
rain forest in the Amazon Basin. I lived in
El Salvador where only 2% of the original
forest remains. What would it be like to
live in a place where much of the original
forests are still preserved? During my stay
I was reminded of something St Bernard
of Clairvaux, a Cistercian monk of the
Feb/Mar 2014

12th century, said about nature: “Believe
me as one who has experience, you will
find much more among the woods than
ever you will among books. Woods and
stones will teach you what you can never
hear from any master.”
With this challenging phrase ringing in
my ears as well as being impacted by
such a powerful reality, I decided to reorganise the content and process of the
retreat, leaving lots more time for the participants to connect with the God, the
Creator of such diversity and beauty in
and through Jesus Christ. St
Bonaventure, in his biography on St
Francis, wrote: “In beautiful things he
recognised Beauty itself and through the
footprints impressed in things he followed

his Beloved everywhere, out of them all
making himself a ladder through which he
could climb up to lay hold of Him who is
utterly desirable.” As the lay missionaries
were introduced to the mysteries of the
forest by their indigenous guides, they
began to slow down, become silent and
marvel at the harmony of creation. During
our prayer and Eucharist celebrations
together, they reiterated, in their own
words, what another Franciscan mystic,
Angela of Foligno, once said, that indeed
“the world is pregnant with God”.
Where we had gathered – the Madidi
Park, established in 1995, consists of
18,958 square kilometres (1.9 million
hectares). It is one of the most biologically diverse areas on the planet. It goes
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from the glacier-covered peaks of the
high Andes mountains to the tropical rainforests of the Tuichi river. There are over
1,000 bird species, representing approximately 11% of the planet’s 9,000 bird
species. Other species include jaguar,
giant otter, Andean condor, military
macaw, puma, giant anteater, anaconda,
caiman crocodile, numerous fish species
and several monkey species, to name a
few.
Response to Deforestation
Rosa Maria Ruiz, who has worked all her
life for indigenous and workers’ rights, as
well as the preservation of the flora and
fauna of Bolivia, managed to acquire
4,000 hectares (40 square kilometres) in
Serere, about three hours by boat from
Rurrenbaque in the Beni river basin.
Maria’s ecology project is supported by
the Organization of Indigenous Tacana
Communities of Ballivián, Franciscans
International and the Franciscan Peace
and Justice Movement, all working
towards conservation, peace, and justice.
In order to raise funds for conservation,
she established an eco-tourist agency
called Madidi Travel, to make ecotourism
a sustainable alternative to logging,
destructive agriculture, and other unsustainable economic endeavours.
They established an eco-lodge in the
rainforest, which consists of several
wooden huts and a central house, about
a ten minute walk away, where food is
prepared and served for guests by
indigenous people. The wooden huts,
enclosed by a protective transparent
gauze material, are made for two or three
people sharing, with comfortable beds, a
toilet and shower. Each lodge is sufficiently distant from the other so as to give
a real sense of solitude and closeness to
nature. When you awake in the morning
you realise you are in a privileged place.
You are in the middle of a real forest in
the Amazon Basin, isolated from life in
the fast lane, held in silence, apart from
an incredible cacophony of bird and animal sounds, with the regular sighting of a
variety of species of monkeys – including
spider, bat and howler monkeys – swinging from the treetops above you.
Sometimes, they come and look in, which
is a comical reversal of the norm! When it
rains you hear the diverse sounds of
water falling through the layers of trees
and vegetation, hitting the ground and
releasing scents of damp soil, rotting vegetation and fungi.

Rich Biodiversity
The overall goal of the eco project is to
defend, preserve and enhance this particular part of the forest, helping it return to
its pristine state, as well as support
indigenous peoples to title their lands and
learn additional sustainable practices,
such as growing vegetables. A study in
another part of the forest revealed that
there were 142 different types of trees in
one tenth of a hectare. Illegal logging and
hunting is happening all around. Due to
illness, Maria was unable to live in this
sanctuary for a few years, which resulted
in many of the hardwoods, such as
mahogany, being felled. Since she has
returned and began the tourist project,
she, along with the staff, have being able
to defend this space, report illegal activity,
replenish species of trees and allow
nature to establish the original beauty
and integrity of the area.

five years. However, they too, like other
animals know this place is protected and
safe, resulting in more jaguars coming to
inhabit the locality.
Land Ownership
Maria did not take her passion from the
stones, but was greatly influenced by her
mother who also had committed her life
to doing good; working for the poor and
for the integrity of creation. Her mother
was involved in the Franciscan Roadbuilding Project and knew the friars very
well. Maria is very appreciative of the
support Franciscans have given her over
the years. It was not until 1989 that
Bolivia recognised the rights of indigenous people to their land. The National
Parks consists of 15 million hectares. The
people were encouraged to apply for land
titles. Maria was involved in promoting a
census and doing diagnostic work in

Ecology project: Gearóid with Maria on the river.
One of the very interesting results is
that the number and variety of animals in
this portion of the forest has grown dramatically, due to reproduction as well as
immigration from other parts of the forest.
The animals know it is safe. In fact, while
we were there, one of the young missionaries, on her way to breakfast one morning, spotted a black jaguar at very close
quarters. Jaguars are the kings of the forest and have mythical and sacred status
among the indigenous all over Latin
America. It is very rare to see them. In
fact, one of the indigenous guides told us
that he had only sighted two of them in

order to ensure people received these
titles.
This was a difficult task as it goes
contrary to indigenous mentality. For
them the land belongs to God and is
there for everyone’s needs. “How is it
possible,” they say “to claim ownership of
something that does not belong to us?”
Fr Iggy Harding and Bishop José Ángel
Egiguren, a Basque Franciscan, were
among her most ardent supporters.
Sadly, Bishop Egiguren passed away in
2013, shortly after retiring as bishop in
one of the Apostolic Vicariates (El Beni)
entrusted to the Franciscans.
St Anthony Brief
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Profit: the Bottom Line
One of the most recent emerging challenges to the forest is a plan to build a
sugar cane processing factory on the outskirts of Rurrenbaque. The government of
Evo Morales has reactivated a plan first
developed in the 1980s by the military
dictator, Hugo Banzor. Over 100 Chinese
are coming to develop and promote this
project. It entails felling over 30,000
hectares of forest to plant sugar cane. As
we navigated the river to Serrere, the
sanctuary where we had our retreat, we
passed the proposed site of the factory.
The general deterioration in the forest is
obvious even to the untrained eye. The
further we moved away from civilisation,
the more diverse and pristine were the
forests. The indigenous are also involved
in illegal logging. It is hard to criticise them
as a large hardwood, such as mahogany,
can fetch up to $5,000 US dollars profit
for an international buyer. Bolivian
mahogany is highly sought after because
it is richer in colour and denser in property. On average the middle man receives
about $600 with the farmer or indigenous
person on average receiving $30 US. The
injustice is obvious, but even $30 US is a
lot of money for a poor person.
On a positive note, an export moratorium has been imposed on Bolivia by the
Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora (CITES). However, the new threat of
the organised destruction of the forest, for
such an unsustainable use of the land as
growing sugar cane, is also indefensible.
This is a policy sanctioned by the first
indigenous president of Bolivia. He may
very well be badly advised. It could be
that other officials in his government,
enamoured with an Asian model of development, are encouraging these sorts of
projects.
Practical Initiatives
In Christian spirituality the material and
spiritual are intimately intertwined. We
went on retreat to the Amazon basin to
deepen our relationship with God. We
came away with the additional awareness
of the beauty and fragility of one of the
most important ecosystem in the world.
The quality of life for creatures everywhere depends on a thriving Amazon.
We experienced God’s presence in
prayer and in creation. We also felt a
renewed call to express our love in practical ways by trying to live more sustainably and by deepening our contemplative
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Song: young lay missionaries during the retreat.
capacity, with God’s help, to discern the
signs of the times.
Some practical initiatives you might
consider doing:
● Buy local products: Beef, palm oil
(found in products ranging from margarine to chocolate), coffee, and soya
are just some of the products produced where rainforests once stood.
Think about supporting local farmers
and their markets rather than damaging agricultural methods.

● Buy sustainable imports. When you
need to buy imported produce, make
sure it comes from sustainable farming techniques. Look for “fair trade,”
“organic” and “sustainable” on labels.
● Find out what mining companies
are doing: Based on what you discover, express your opinion and/or
use your purchasing and lobbying
power to make a difference. n

gfoconaire@yahoo.co.uk

At the eco-lodge: Gearóid in front of a hut.
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jubilee celebration

Fr Thomas, Friars of the Renewal, with Dom Richard,
Abbot of the Cistercian monastery, Roscrea.

Vincent Finnegan OFM and Feilim Donnelly.

Iconographer
Lucho
Alvarez
(second
from left)
with members
of the
Holy Name
parish,
Ranelagh,
Dublin,
also
celebrating
their
centenary
year.

Mary Hehir and Bertie McGlynn with Sr Therese, Galway Poor Clares,
and Sr Bernadette, Ennis Poor Clares.
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Fr Sean Kelly OFMCap and
Sr Anne Ryan OSC.
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Yours sincerely,
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Dublin.
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Father,
Thank you for your
lovely magazine. I loo
k forward
to reading it. I alway
s enjoy Sr Mary Bu
rke’s article.
She often takes a di
fferent perspective
on a Christian
subject that gives me
new insight. I suppose
, as a
woman, what I appr
eciate in her writing
is the feminine angle. And I fin
d that most Church
magazines
are still filled with me
n writing! As I get old
er I find
that I am less and les
s won over by argu
ment and
debate and more an
d more touched and
refreshed in
my faith by those wh
o speak of God’s good
ness
revealed in the simple
, human things of da
ily life. I
love the fact that on
e of Pope Francis’ fa
vourite
words is tenderness
! Knowing God’s ten
derness would
bring a lot of healing
to our poor world.
God Bless,
Sr Joan,
Belfast City.
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Please write
your letters,
comments and
suggestions, to:
the editor,
st anthony brief,
franciscan
missionary union,
merchants’ Quay,
Dublin 8.
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